
Background

A Panel Code Suitable for 
Long Distance Meter Reading

In many Japanese factories, there is still a
need to read analog meters manually. To
replace thousands of analog meters with
digital ones is too expensive. Therefore, in a
joint research with a private company, we
try to automate the meter reading process
to reduce both human labor and human
errors. Here, we introduce a panel code
that can be used to encode thousands of
meters and to identify the meters from long
distance.
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Encode and Decode
The proposed method

The panel code is a 2D-Code consisting of
four colored markers (i.e. the finder markers)
and multiple code sections. The four colored
markers are used to correct the image, and
the code sections are used to identify the
meter by embedding the meter information
(e.g. the meter ID).
The panel code can be adjusted according
to the shape of the meter, such as
rectangular, triangular, or circular. The color
and shape of the colored markers will also
be adjusted to match the environment for
easy recognition.
Compared with QR code, the panel code is
has an advantage in reading distance and is
suitable for “normalizing” the meter
images to improve the reading accuracy.

The colored markers and meter
identification numbers converted to
binary codes are placed around the meter.
The markers can be detected using color
detection or object detection methods
such as SSD. A single type of panel code
(e.g. the squared one) can be used to
encode various meters. Therefore, it is not
necessary to design many models for
detecting various meters. In addition,
using homographic transformation based
on the colored markers, we can normalize
the meter images and make meter reading
easier and more accurate.
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Figure 1: Examples of panel codes 
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